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 Pilot Program to Educate Watercraft Users and Observe AIS Control 
 Behaviors at Public Accesses  -  AIS Prevention, Hennepin County 

 This project was initiated to provide an educational contact with boaters at launches 
 rather than the currently required inspection interaction with boaters at launches when 
 an inspector is present. The ultimate goal was to positively change boat owners 
 behaviors to increase self-inspection thoroughness and AIS compliance by boaters 
 when an inspector is not present at the access holding them accountable. 

 Mandatory inspections are currently utilized at public launches via DNR authorized 
 Level 1 and 2 watercraft inspectors. The current process provides an authority presence 
 with a watercraft inspector as boaters enter a public launch and engages boaters in 
 survey questions. 

 Alternatively, this project utilized a model similar to that of a DNR AIS Ambassador. 
 Their role was to be an educator. The ambassadors observed first, and then engaged 
 boaters in conversation rather than approaching them as a watercraft inspector. Also, 
 instead of asking survey questions, ambassadors only documented and logged 
 observable boater details, such as watercraft type, drain plug in or out upon arrival, any 
 plants or animal found or water or mud, License plate #, and state. These recorded 
 observations allowed the project to better understand and analyze the trends and 
 opportunities at each launch site. 

 The project was accomplished via inspection education materials, AIS prevention 
 messaging, training through the DNR ambassador program, and providing education 
 during the early half of the boating season, where it is shown that AIS violation rates are 
 the highest. The inspectors also provide education on other Hennepin County AIS 
 initiatives such as waterless cleaning stations (CD3), the Lake Pledge app, Weaver 
 Lake Hydrosweep, and education on launch signage. 

 Five public access sites were selected to be staffed by AIS Ambassadors in Hennepin 
 County based on location, traffic volumes, presence of watercraft inspectors in the past 
 or current seasons, and AIS risks. From those factors the five launches that 
 Ambassadors were staffed at were the following: 

 1.  Surfside Park (Cooks Bay, Lake Minnetonka) in Mound, MN 
 2.  Long Lake, Nelson Lakeside Park in Long Lake, MN 



 3.  West Bush Lake, Public Water Access Site in Bloomington, MN 
 4.  Weaver Lake, Public Water Access Site in Maple Grove, MN 
 5.  Mississippi River, Point Park Public Water Access Site in Champlin, MN 

 The observations made by ambassadors were recorded in a form from their mobile 
 devices. The form can be viewed here:  AIS Ambassador Survey 

 Throughout the program regular updates were provided to Hennepin County. Each 
 in-season report can be found  HERE  . 

 May Report 
 June Report - First half of month 
 June Report - Second half of month 
 July Report - First half of month 
 July Report - Second half of month 

 The remainder of this program report will summarize the full season results while going 
 into greater detail of the observations, behaviors, aquatic invasive species found, 
 feedback and data points collected through the form by our AIS Ambassadors. 

https://forms.gle/5kL7ex4etqXJ7HK17
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1mclKuLReUFH9xbvOx0cOsWOityt8zkRi?usp=sharing


 1.  Interaction Results 

 a.  Total interactions and hours at each access: 

 This graph demonstrates the importance of using our data to staff at the busiest 
 launches. As we saw these trends during the season, we prioritized staffing accordingly. 
 The table below shows the rate of average interactions per hour for each access. 



 b.  Boater Demographics: 

 Count of Exiting vs. Entering Interactions                               License Plate State of the Boater 

 Our ambassadors encountered more boaters entering the water than exiting. The vast 
 majority of boaters had Minnesota license plates, but 24 out-of-state boaters had the 
 opportunity to engage with the ambassadors about Minnesota’s unique AIS laws and 
 their importance. 

 The above chart shows the watercraft type of each boater. The large portion of 
 canoes/kayaks provided a great opportunity to explain that even these small watercraft 
 are capable of transporting AIS. 



 c.  Participation of Boaters in Self-Inspections 

 Ambassadors were trained to watch and see if the boater performed a self inspection 
 before they were approached by the ambassador. In this chart we can see that nearly 
 60% of all boaters participated in a self-inspection without needing a prompt from the 
 ambassador.  36% would have forgotten if not for the ambassador’s reminder, but 
 complied after being prompted.  Only 4.5% refused to conduct a self-inspection. Of 
 those who refused, see below for more information. 

 (  Left)  This chart 
 regards all boaters 
 who did not 
 self-inspect without a 
 reminder. These four 
 excuses were given. 
 Boaters who were just 
 uneducated or LSPs 
 typically ended up 
 performing the 
 self-inspection after 
 the ambassador’s 
 reminder. 



 (  Left)  This chart 
 again regards all 
 boaters who did not 
 self-inspect without 
 a reminder. In only 
 3 cases was the 
 ambassador’s 
 advice ill-received. 

 d.  Observed violation and self-inspection rates over time 

 Percentage of boaters with AIS violations 

 Long Lake  Weaver Lake  Surfside  West Bush  Point Park Mississippi 

 2017  20.30%  20.40%  21.80% 

 2018  9.90% 

 2022  14%  17%  32%  8%  1% 

 Percentage of boaters who self-inspect without a reminder from ambassador 

 Long Lake  Weaver Lake  Surfside  West Bush  Point Park Mississippi 

 2017  48.00%  57.00%  64.00% 

 2018  63.00% 

 2022  55%  90%  52%  50%  94% 

 (  Data from 2017 and 2018 thanks to Tony Brough and  Hennepin County) 



 e.  AIS identified 

 19.67% of all the interactions had AIS violations which the ambassador was able to 
 resolve with the boat owner while using the violation as an opportunity to educate the 
 boater.  The most common contaminant was plants, and the most likely area to find 
 contamination was on the trailer. A total of 36 zebra mussel violations were prevented 
 through the ambassador program. Hopefully a positive impact was made on the boater 
 about the seriousness of preventing the spread of zebra mussels that they will complete 
 thorough self-inspections every time in the future. 

 f.  Drain plug status 

 Only 4.4% of all boaters had drain plug violations, which include arriving at the launch 
 with the drain plug still in, or leaving the launch without removing the plug. 



 2.  Boater Engagement Analysis 

 a.  Number of boaters 

 The total number of boaters who had an interaction with an ambassador was 6,503 
 across 2,044 interactions. An interaction was counted as a single boat/trailer/vehicle at 
 the launch site. Boaters were counted as the number of people involved in each 
 interaction. On average there were 3.2 people (boaters) that engaged with our 
 ambassadors during each interaction. 

 b.  Activity of boaters 
 (  Left)  Most boaters were utilizing 
 the water for recreational 
 purposes.  It is critical for these 
 recreational boaters to understand 
 the importance of keeping our 
 lakes natural in order to support 
 recreation. Ambassadors found 
 that most fishermen knew the laws 
 well and abided by them. LSP’s 
 were most likely to give 
 ambassadors trouble or grief. 



 c.  Categorization of boater 

 As the season progressed, we saw the first column increase, which is representative of 
 previously-informed boaters. 

 d.  Rating of previous knowledge 

 This graph shows the ratings across the entire season 



 This graph shows the breakdown of rating for each 2-week period throughout the season. We can see 
 here that scores of either 4 or 5 increase significantly throughout the season.  In the last time period, 

 there were no scores of 1 or 2. 

 e.  Rating of Compliance 

 This chart shows the compliance rating from the entire season. 



 This graph shows the rating of boater compliance for each time period. Here, we can see a trend of 
 ratings of ‘5’ increasing as the season progresses. 

 f.  Notes on ambassadors’ rating scale 

 The 1-5 rating scale which ambassadors assign to the boaters can be subjective 
 based on the ambassador.  We surveyed them to gauge how they rated boaters, and 
 here’s what we found. 

 “Unless they showed they were very uneducated about the invasives, I gave 
 them a four or a five.” 

 “I think I have ‘5’ ratings to most people who were well versed in invasive species 
 knowledge and who were abiding by the rules. I believe many people earned my five 
 rating because they didn't give me any reason  not  to earn it, if that makes sense.” 

 As the season progressed, the ambassadors reported that they were becoming 
 more proficient in assessing the correct rating for boaters, and that most boaters were 
 becoming more aware and compliant.  Ambassadors noticed more people engaging 
 with conversation as well as having their own AIS insights to offer as the season 
 progressed, though every ambassador said he or she did not think their grading scale 
 changed as they became more comfortable with their position. 



 g.  Educational Interaction 

 Ambassadors were able to engage the public with their educational tables and 
 materials. Pin-buttons, stickers, pamphlets, and posters all helped to draw attention to 
 their displays and start conversations. 

 3.  Location-Specific Notes from the Ambassadors: 
 a.  Long Lake 

 i.  “Not many people used the cleaning station. In my opinion, people 
 tended to be more rude at this location.” 

 ii.  “This lake had more fishing boats and jon boats than the other 
 accesses.” 

 b.  Weaver Lake 
 i.  “I love working at this launch. People are very friendly and most 

 tend to use the cleaning station.” 

 c.  Lake Minnetonka - Surfside Park 
 i.  “This place is crazy busy and with so many boat rental companies 

 nearby, I occasionally found myself in the crossfire between them.” 
 ii.  “This access tended to be weedier, and I found that peoples’ trailers 

 often had weeds on them when they arrived at the launch.” 
 iii.  “Surfside is by far the hardest site to work at. Many people who 

 couldn't care less about invasive species and were in an incredible 
 rush to get on and off the water. The fishermen here were the best 
 boaters in terms of law abiding and AIS awareness, while the 
 jet-skis and wake boats were not aware of the laws or safe 
 practices.” 



 d.  Mississippi - Point Park 
 i.  “People here are generally friendly and almost all use the cleaning 

 station, though they can get a little snippy if the spots fill up, 
 especially if there are single cars parked where they’re not 
 supposed to be.” 

 ii.  “This access was typically very quiet and I did not have many 
 boaters come through on my shifts here.” 

 e.  West Bush Lake 
 i.  “This launch is very quiet, almost exclusively canoes, kayaks and 

 paddle boards due to the city limit on the horsepower of engines.” 
 ii.  “At this access I saw users utilize the CD3 machine the most.” 
 iii.  “People here were friendly and many people here were also first 

 time boat users so there was a great deal of educational 
 opportunity at this launch. I had several dog walkers and shore 
 fisherman interact with my station.” 

 4.  Comments Made by the Ambassadors: 
 Brian W.  On the most rewarding part of the job: 

 “I loved working outdoors next to a lake, enjoying the 
 beautiful day near the lake was amazing. Also I 
 found it incredibly rewarding in educating new 
 boaters who are eager to learn. Being able to put 
 some new found knowledge to practice is very fun. 
 The last thing that I loved is all the compliments I 
 would get from people saying how much they 
 respect my work.” 

 Anna J.  On dealing with negative boaters: 

 “From what I’ve experienced, the only times people 
 have been short or mean to me often have to do with 
 lack of parking or difficulties accessing the launch. 
 This is difficult because they often don’t want to hear 
 from you, even after you have attempted to 
 de-escalate, so I offer a pamphlet, make sure they 
 are going to self inspect, then move on to the next 
 boater. Otherwise, people are usually very willing to 
 hear what I have to say and are very cooperative” 



 Rachel G.  On boater interaction with the display tables: 

 “People liked the pins and stickers a lot. Having 
 physical visual aides helped to get the attention from 
 the boaters and start the conversation.” 

 Caitlin B.  On the impact of the ambassador role: 

 “I think, overall, the ambassador role makes a big 
 difference. People learning why it’s important to 
 check boats and the dangers of not checking them 
 will make a lasting impact.” 

 5.  Comments about the Lake Pledge app: 
 a.  Ambassador comments: 

 i.  “Boaters were mildly interested in Lake Pledge but did not interact 
 with it as much as I expected.” 

 ii.  “Lake pledge was harder to pitch but that being said I did get some 
 boaters to say they might check it out. I'm really not sure how to 
 improve this or what incentive we could use to better engage the 
 public in this.” 

 b.  Recommendations for Lake Pledge: 
 i.  Lake Pledge itself is a great initiative encouraging boaters to unite 

 in the protection of the lakes. It is a wonderful educational resource. 
 However, it seems that there is little incentive for a boater to take 
 the time to sign up and watch the videos. If some incentive were 
 offered for signing up then boaters would have motivation to do so, 
 such as a fishing license discount, a special winch post sticker, a 
 t-shirt, bumper sticker, fishing lure, coupon for bait or local 
 businesses, raffle entry, etc. 



 6.  Recommendations and Improvements for Future Seasons 

 a.  Drain plug law signage at Surfside Park:  71% of all  drain plug violations 
 occurred at the Surfside Park location.  Ambassadors reported that many 
 boaters arrived at Surfside with their plugs in because they only ever 
 launch at that access. Despite the explanations ambassadors always gave 
 about the importance of removing the drain plug, not only to protect the 
 lakes but to follow the law, boaters continued to violate this law.  Signage 
 may help to address this issue. 

 b.  Regular check-in’s by law enforcement:  Some ambassadors  mentioned 
 feeling uncomfortable at times with being alone at the launch. Though they 
 are trained in de-escalation and personal safety and no issues ever arose, 
 having a check-in every now and then by law enforcement would not only 
 provide an additional level of protection, but also show boaters that the 
 launches are being monitored. 

 7.  Scope of Season Impacts 

 This pilot season for our ambassador program should be deemed a success. 
 With over 6,500 boaters interacting with our ambassadors, the impact of public 
 engagement and education was widespread.  36 zebra mussel violations were 
 addressed and decontaminated, and countless more were avoided through education. 
 The vast majority of interactions were positive encounters with boaters willing to learn 
 more to protect our lakes. 

 As the first year of our program, there were many questions answered as the 
 season progressed.  We learned an invaluable amount of information about the best 
 ways to educate and interact with the public.  One of the most crucial trends we saw 
 was the increase in boater compliance and awareness as the season progressed, 
 showing the direct impact of our ambassador program.  Our scheduling tactics and data 
 analysis allowed us to adapt to changing needs as the summer unfolded in order to 
 maximize effectiveness.  We look forward to continuing our work with Hennepin County 
 in the years to come as we build the program even further. 

 Thank you for trusting Waterfront Restoration to pilot this AIS prevention program in 
 Hennepin County! It is our sincere hope that the efforts of this program are rewarded 
 with more informed, educated and responsible boaters that help preserve our natural 

 water bodies long into the future. 


